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ABSTRACT
In Wireless sensor network, sensor nodes are used to monitor physical or environmental condition. Sensor
networks are often deployed in an unattended and hostile environment to perform the monitoring and data
collection tasks. When it is deployed in such an environment, it lacks physical protection and subjected to
node compromise. After compromising one or multiple sensor nodes, an adversary may launch various
attacks to disrupt the in-network communication. Among these attacks, two common ones are dropping
packets and modifying packet. In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective scheme to identify
misbehaving forwarders that drop or modify packets. Node Categorization algorithm and Global Ranking
algorithm are used to identify compromised nodes. Encryption techniques are provided to ensure reliable
communication.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a wireless sensor network, sensor nodes
monitor the environment, detect events of interest,
produce data and collaborate in forwarding the
data towards a sink, which could be a gateway,
base station, storage node. A sensor network is
often deployed in an unattended and hostile
environment to perform the monitoring and data
collection tasks. When it is deployed in such an
environment, it lacks physical protection and is
subject to node compromise. After compromising
one or multiple sensor nodes, an adversary may
launch various attacks to disrupt the in-network
communication. Among these attacks, two
common ones are dropping packets and modifying
packets, i.e., compromised nodes drop or modify
the packets that they are supposed to forward.
In this paper, we propose a simple yet effective
scheme to identify both packet droppers and
modifiers. According to the scheme, a dynamic
routing tree rooted at the sink is first established.
When sensor data is transmitted along the tree
structure towards the sink, each packet sender or
forwarder adds a small number of extra bits, which
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is called packet marks, to the packet. The format of
the small packet marks is deliberately designed
such that the sink can obtain very useful
information from the marks. Specifically, based on
the packet marks, the sink can figure out the
dropping rate associated with every sensor node,
and then run our proposed node categorization
algorithm to identify nodes that are droppers/
modifiers
for
sure
or
are
suspicious
droppers/modifiers. As the tree structure
dynamically changes every certain time interval,
behaviors of sensor nodes can be observed in a
large variety of scenarios .As the information of
node behaviors has been accumulated, the sink
periodically run our proposed Global ranking
algorithms to identify most likely bad nodes from
suspiciously bad nodes.
Compared with existing schemes, our scheme has
the following unique characteristics:
(1) Being effective in identifying both packet
droppers and modifiers,
(2) Low overhead in terms of both communication
and energy consumption, and
(3) being compatible with existing false packet
filtering schemes [7]–[10]; that is, it can be
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deployed together with the false packet filtering
schemes, and therefore cannot only identify
intruders but also filter modified packets
immediately after the modification.
II. RELATED WORKS
There are several approaches made for detection
of vulnerable attacks. [2][3][4][5][6] Deals with
packet dropping. [2] Detection of packet dropping
attacks for WSN proposes a solution to identify
paths that drop packets by using alternate paths,
but it succeeds only when the alternate path does
not have any malicious nodes. [3] In this scheme
single path data forwarding is employed and later it
is convertor in multipath data forwarding. [4][5][6]
are related to routing process and neighbor
monitoring mechanism. [7][8][9] Deals with packet
modification. [7] In this SEF detect and filters out
false reports based on probabilistic key
distribution. [9] Proposes Location Based Resilient
security to filter out packets, but in spite of all
filtering techniques intruders are able to move on
and communication overhead is increased. [10]
Probabilistic Nested marking is proposed to locate
vulnerable nodes and it does so within the
framework of packet marking, but the evidence to
find packet modifiers are also filtered out. [11] In
this paper extensions to Dynamic Source Routing
are given such as watchdog and pathrater.
Watchdog identifies misbehaving nodes and
pathrater helps routing protocols avoid those
nodes. Few existing system deals with selective
forwarding attacks which corrupt time critical
application, to overcome this factor [12] is
proposed where checkpoint based multi hop
acknowledgement scheme for detecting selecting
forwarding attacks. Acknowledgement based
identification are performed through [17][20].
III. THE PROPOSED SCHEME
A. DAG (Direct Acyclic Graph) Establishment:


A routing tree is extracted from sensor node in
the form of DAG ie,extracting a route without
forming cycle.



For DAG establishment it uses dynamic source
routing protocol (it uses source routing instead
of relying on the routing table at each
intermediate device).



Initially Base station/sink does not have a
route to the reach end sensor. When it has data
packets to be sent to the destination, it initiates
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a RouteRequest packet. This RouteRequest is
flooded throughout the network. Each node,
upon receiving a RouteRequest packet,
rebroadcasts the packet to its neighbour. Each
RouteRequest carries a sequence number
generated by the source node and the path it
has traversed. A node, upon receiving a
RouteRequest packet, checks the sequence
number on the packet before forwarding it. The
packet is forwarded only if it is not a duplicate
RouteRequest. The sequence number on the
packet is used to prevent loop formations and
to avoid multiple transmissions of the same
RouteRequest by an intermediate node that
receives it through multiple paths. Thus, all
nodes except the destination forward a
RouteRequest packet during the route
construction phase. A end sensor, after
receiving the first RouteRequest packet, replies
to the source node through the reverse path the
RouteRequest packet had traversed. Nodes can
also learn about the neighboring routes
traversed by data packets if operated in the
promiscuous mode (the mode of operation in
which a node can receive the packets that are
neither broadcast nor addressed to itself).
B. Route registration and key distribution:
Each sensor sends report/acknowledgment on all
computed path to Base station/sink .Base station
on receiving route reports from all sensor, it
registers all sensor node. Generates a unique
secret key for each sensor and transmits key to
respective sensor .
C. Data transmission
a. Packet sending and forwarding
Each node maintains a counter Cp which keeps
track of the number of packets that it has sent so
far. When a sensor node u has a data item D to
report, it composes and sends the following packet
to its parent node Pu as shown in eq1:
<Pu . {Ru , u. Cp MOD Ns ,D}> ……(1)
Where, Cp MOD Ns is the sequence number of the
packet. Ns is the maximum packet sequence
number. Ru is a random number picked by node u
,its attached to the packet to enable the sink to find
out the path along which the packet is forwarded.
{X}Y represents the result of encrypting X using key
Y.
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D. Node categorization

When the sink receives a packet h0; mi, it conducts
In every round, for each sensor node u, the sink
the following steps:
keeps track of the number of packets sent from u,
(i) Initialization: We introduce two temporary
the sequence numbers of these packets and the
variables u and m0. Let u = 0 and m0 = m.
number of flips in the sequence numbers of these
(ii) The sink attempts to find out a child of node u,
packets.
denoted as v, such that dec(Kv;m) results in a
In the end of each round, the sink calculates the
string starting with Rv, where dec(Kv;m) means the
dropping rate for each node u. Suppose nu;max is
result of decrypting m with key Kv.
the most recently seen sequence number, nu;flip is
(iii) If the attempt fails, the packet is identified as
the number of sequence number flips and nu;rcv
being modified and thus should be dropped.
is the number of received packets.The dropping
(iv) If the attempt succeeds, it indicates that the
ratio in this round is calculated as follows:
packet was forwarded from node v to node u. Now,
there are two cases:
du = nu;flip * Ns + nu;max + 1 - nu;rcv ……………..(2)
– If dec(Kv;m) starts with hRv; vi, it indicates that
nu;flip * Ns + nu;max + 1
node v is the original sender of the packet. The
Based on the dropping rate of every sensor node
sequence number of the packet is recorded for
and the tree topology, the sink identifies the nodes
further calculation and the receipt procedure
that are droppers for sure and that are possibly
completes.
droppers. For this purpose, a threshold Ɵ is first
– Otherwise, it indicates that node v is an
introduced. We assume that if a node’s packets are
intermediate forwarder of the packet. Then, u is
not intentionally dropped by forwarding nodes, the
updated to be v.
dropping rate of this node should be lower than Ɵ.
Algorithm 1: Packet Receipt at the Sink
Note that Ɵ should be greater than 0, taking into
1. Input: packet<0, m>.
account droppings caused by incidental reasons
2. u =0,ḿ=m;
such as collisions.
3. success_attempt=false;
E. Node ranking module
4. p= dec(k, ḿ) return success_attempt;
5. if decryption fails && Success_attempt =
false
a. Global Ranking-Based (GR) Method
6. Drop this packet.
The GR method is based on the heuristic that,
7. Break;
the more times a node is identified as suspiciously
8. else
bad, the more likely it is a bad node. With this
9. If Success Attempt= true then
method, each suspicious node u is associated with
10. record sequence, Success Attempt=false.
an accused account which keeps track of the time
c. Tree Reshaping :
that the node has been identified as suspiciously
The tree used for forwarding data from sensor
bad nodes. To find out the most likely set of
nodes to the sink is dynamically changed from
suspicious nodes after n rounds of detection, as
round to round. In other words, each sensor node
described in Algorithm 2 , all suspicious nodes are
may have a different parent node from round to
ranked based on the descending order of the values
round. To let the sink and the nodes have a
of their accused accounts. The node with the
consistent view of their parent nodes, the tree is
highest value is chosen as a most likely bad node
reshaped as follows. At the beginning of each round
and all the pairs that contain this node are
I(i = 1; 2…. ), node u picks the [hi(Ku) MOD np.u]
removed from S1……..Sn, resulting in new sets.
parent node as its parent node for this round,
The process continues on the new sets until all
where h is a hash function and hi(Ku) = h(hi¡1(Ku)).
suspicious pairs have been removed.
Note that, how the parents are selected is
Algorithm 2: The Global Ranking-Based Approach
predetermined by both the preloaded secret Ku and
1: Sort all suspicious nodes into queue Q according
the list of parents recorded in the tree
to the descending order of their accused account
establishment phase. The selection is known by the
values 2: sˈø
𝑛
sink. Therefore, a misbehaving node cannot
3: 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑙𝑒
𝑠𝑖 ≠ ø 𝑑𝑜
arbitrarily select its parent in favor of its attacks.
𝑖=1

4: u  deque(Q)
54
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 Second block is encrypted by 32 bytes main key

5: S  Sˈ ˄ {u}
𝑛

6: remove all < 𝑢; ∗> from

𝑠𝑖
𝑖=1

F. Encryption and Decryption technique
Symmetric-key encryption are algorithms for
cryptography that use the same cryptographic keys
for both encryption of plaintext and decryption of
cipher text. The keys may be identical or there may
be a simple transformation to go between the two
keys. The keys, in practice, represent a shared
secret between two or more parties that can be
used to maintain a private information link.
a. Rijndael Symmetric Algorithm
The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), also
known as Rijndael is a specification for the
encryption of
electronic data established by the
U.S. National Institute of Standards and
Technology (NIST) in 2001.
For a given secret key k, a simple block cipher
that does not use an initialization vector will
encrypt the same input block of plain text into the
same output block of cipher text. If you have
duplicate blocks within your plain text stream, you
will have duplicate blocks within your cipher text
stream. If unauthorized users know anything
about the structure of a block of your plain text,
they can use that information to decipher the
known cipher text block and possibly recover your
key. To combat this problem, is Rijndael algorithm
is used.
In Rijndael algorithm, information from the
previous block is mixed into the process of
encrypting the next block. Thus, the output of two
identical plain text blocks is different. Because this
technique uses the previous block to encrypt the
next block, an initialization vector is needed to
encrypt the first block of data.
 Generates complex key by adding secrete key
and salt data(Salt Data helps in creating key
which is harder to guess)
 Generate the two key from complex key.that is
main key of 32 bytes(256 bits) and initialization
vector (Iv is needed to encrypt the first block of
data) of 16bytes(128 bits).
 This Encryption technique uses the previous
block to encrypt the next block.
 First block of data is encrypted using 32 bytes
main key and 16 bytes initialization vector . ie,
Encryption key(48 bytes)=M.K(32 bytes) +
I.V(16 bytes).
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and 16 bytes of previous word .ie, Encryption
key(48 bytes)=M.K(32 bytes) + previous (16
bytes)
 Third block is encrypted by 32 bytes main key
and 16 bytes of previous word .ie, Encryption
key(48 bytes)=M.K(32 bytes) + previous (16
bytes)
The decryption algorithm is identical with the
encryption algorithm uses the same key schedule.
IV. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a simple yet effective
scheme to identify misbehaving forwarders that
drop or modify packets. The packet mark, a small
number of extra bits, is added in each packet such
that the sink can recover the source of the packet
and then figure out the dropping ratio associated
with every sensor node. The routing tree structure
dynamically changes in each round so that
behaviors of sensor nodes can be observed in a
large variety of scenarios. Finally, most of the bad
nodes can be identified by our Node categorization
and global ranking algorithms.
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